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Presentation 
 
 

We are immersed in an era of epoch change. These words that we have 

been repeating for years, we are now experiencing as a reality in the 

different dimensions of life and as a challenge in our way of educating. 

Change always destabilizes us but, at the same time, it sets us in motion, 

taking us out of our comfort zone and launching us forward in the search 

for adequate answers that respond to the historical moment.  

 

The Unitas Evangelization Model takes up and makes explicit, for this 

moment in time, our particular path of living and communicating the 

Good News of Jesus as the Company of Mary.  

 

Our world needs this Good News; we want to form citizens with a global 

cosmopolitan identity who can address the global challenges facing us: 

migration crises, ecological crisis, religious and values crisis, 

indifference, poverty, violence, war, etc.  We wish to approach these 

situations with the belief that God is in us and with us, walking and 

working by our side, within reality, to make a new earth possible. 

 

Evangelizing, accompanying each person to discover the flame that is in 

their heart, the flame that illuminates us within and helps us to shed light 

on the shadows, is a mission that is as great as it is exciting. It is the 

mission to which the Lord calls and sends us forth, and the one that we 

humbly embrace, knowing that God is our strength. 

 

We walk in Company, as educational communities, helping each other 

grow in faith and in that evangelical hope that broadens our vision and 

"lifts the spirit towards great things: truth, goodness, beauty, justice, 

love ..."1 

 

                                                 
1 Pope Francis. Encyclical on Fraternity and social friendship. Fratelli tutti, 2020, n. 55. 
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Evangelizing by educating and educating by evangelizing is the reason for 

the existence of Company of Mary Educational Centers from the origin of 

the foundation in 1607. Unitas helps us to understand more deeply the 

specific way of living the Gospel and to announce it in every reality, 

according to the charism of Jeanne de Lestonnac. 

 

To the international group of religious and lay people who have 

collaborated in its preparation, we thank them for accepting this delicate 

task and for the effort they have made to carry it out.  

 

 

 

 

Ma Rita Calvo Sanz, odn 

Superior General 

 

 

Rome, February 2, 2021 
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Introduction 

 

In the IV International Conference in Leadership and Management of 

Company of Mary Formal Education Centers and later in the IX General 

Assembly, it was found necessary to “prepare a framework document 

that describes the specific evangelizing proposal, based on the Sources 

and Spirituality of the Company of Mary and in which the guidelines, 

criteria and ways of proceeding are compiled.”2 This is the document we 

present. 

 

We offer, with enthusiasm and conviction, "a Christian humanist 

education that, through the dialogue of faith-justice, faith-culture, 

faith-science and technology, influences the integral formation of people 

and the transformation of society."3  It is the mission the Company of 

Mary has been carrying out for more than four centuries in a wide and 

global sphere, following in the footsteps of the Ruah.4  

 

This Mission that the Lord revealed to Jeanne de Lestonnac as a gift for 

the Church and for the world is the one that we, Company of Mary 

educators, continue today. We are bearers of this gift. Through 

education we participate in God's saving mission. 

 

The Unitas Evangelization Model tries to express, in an updated manner, 

our particular style of evangelization; that is, how we live and share the 

Good News of Jesus.  

 

                                                 
2 IV International Conference on Leadership and Management of Company of Mary Formal Educational 

Centers. Haro, La Rioja, Spain, January 2017 and IX General Assembly. Order of the Company of Mary Our 

Lady. ODN n. 28. Valle de Bravo, Mexico, 2018, p. 22. 
3 Company of Mary Educational Project, n. 1 ODN Bordeaux. Lestonnac Editions 2011, p. 7. 
4 Ruah: Hebrew Word which means spirit (pneuma in Greek). 
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The Christian narrative and the experience of Jeanne de Lestonnac 

convey the loving presence of God abiding in every human being, and 

that love is revealed in a personal relationship with Him.  

 

Our evangelization does not try to put “something” where it is not, but 

rather offers help to recognize God’s Presence and to foster a generous 

response to God’s previous invitation. The gift is already given. It is does 

not consist in merely talking about God or justifying the existence of 

God. We do not have to look for a way to conquer or to try to attract 

God to us.  God came to us freely in Jesus and left us the Spirit.  

 

Our commitment as educators is to witness the joy of meeting God and 

accompanying others so they can discover the treasure they carry within. 

A great treasure, albeit in clay pots, which must be recognized in order 

for our humanity to expand and our own vocation to unfold. 

 

We are commissioned to become true communities in which it is possible 

to evangelize and experience first-hand the God of Jesus, the God who 

makes us sons and daughters, brothers and sisters, a universal family.  

 

Those of us who are part of the Company of Mary educational 

communities are called to find God's saving action in our present day and 

to dream of a better future for all. A future that is written with the 

language, gestures and actions of the new evangelization:5 

 Taking special care of our first and most important mission: to live 

and invite others to live the Good News from a personal 

relationship with Jesus of Nazareth. 

                                                 
5 The II Vatican Council, the orientations of Paul VI, John Paul II, Benedict XVI and Pope Francis, speak of the 

new evangelization as a service founded on three points: the primacy of witness, the importance of  

encounter and a pastoral program based on the essentials. 
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 Living and sharing the Gospel in the reality in which we live, 

creating warm and inviting opportunities that value people and 

nurture loving and interpersonal relationships in a climate of 

acceptance, closeness and joy. 

 Extending our hands to collaborate with God in creating a more 

dignified and just society that turns the earth into a common 

home.  

 

We are the Company of Mary. Accepting the words of Jeanne de 

Lestonnac: "Live up to your name"6 means contemplating Mary, knowing 

her experience of God and her journey as disciple and apostle, 

discovering her attitudes and values and making them come alive in our 

own reality. 

 

  

                                                 
6 History of the Order. 2012 Edition, p. 292. Translation of the French expression, “Remplissez votre nom”.  
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1. Our understanding of evangelizing  

 

The Company of Mary understands evangelization to be the action of 

introducing, sharing, living and celebrating the Good News of Jesus that 

commits us to build the Kingdom of God on Earth. Experiencing the joy 

of the Gospel means announcing it to other people, especially to the 

younger generation.  

 

We believe that an entire environment evangelizes; therefore, as 

educational communities, we are committed to “generating a vocational 

culture in which each person can embrace their life as a gift, ponder the 

meaning of their existence and discover the Life Plan that God has for 

them, their particular way of loving and serving.”7  

 

The Gospel is the source on which the Company of Mary Model of 

Evangelization is based. The Gospel demonstrates through Jesus Christ 

the richness of a life committed to the Kingdom of God. The 

Evangelization Model is nourished by the spirituality of Saint Jeanne de 

Lestonnac, a woman passionate about Jesus who, like him, knew how to 

risk her life to transform the reality of the society in which she lived. The 

Company of Mary Model responds to Pope Francis’ call to be an outgoing 

Church,8 open to the world and to the plurality and diversity that 

constitutes it.  

 

  

                                                 
7 Vocational Culture. A flame that is a Call. Order of the Company of Mary Our Lady. October 2018, p. 3. 
8 Pope Francis. Apostolic Exhortation, “Evangelii Gaudium” Nov 2013, n. 20-24. 
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2. Pillars of Company of Mary Spirituality  

The spirituality of the Company of Mary is based on pillars which are the 

fruit of the personal experience of salvation of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac 

and of her experience of the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius of 

Loyola. These pillars express our identity and define the vision of our 

evangelizing mission.  

 

2.1. Interior knowledge of the person of Jesus   

Jesus of Nazareth is the inspiring principle of our lives; following him 

requires a path of conversion, assimilating his way of acting, living and 

loving. Contemplating and welcoming his Word leads us to have his same 

sentiments,9 to live from the Source of God's love, to humanize life, to 

believe in the significance of dialogue with other cultures and religions, 

to be builders of unity and fraternity. 

 

The personal relationship with Jesus, based on inner knowledge, is the 

central pillar of Evangelization, a relationship with Jesus who gazes upon 

me, calls me, sends me forth, enlightens me and accompanies me on my 

daily journey. 

 

The evangelization program offers experiences that promote an inner 

knowledge of Jesus of Nazareth so that all members of the educational 

community encounter him alive and active in themselves, in the concrete 

faces of people around them and in the realities in which they are 

immersed.  

 

                                                 
9 Letter of Paul to the Philippians 2:2. 
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2.2. Seek and find God in all things  

We live our daily life with the certainty that the Lord acts and works with 

us; therefore, when we contemplate him, we discover him in events, in 

the encounter with others, in what we do and live. Our God is the God of 

life and history. 

 

To seek him and to find him, we must open the way for him. In his 

presence we must search and listen attentively, with clarity, mercy, 

humility.  We must allow ourselves to be moved by the gratuitous love of 

the God who is always creating, always loving.10  

 

The encounter with the God of Life is transformed into service. It makes 

us contemplative in action. Contemplation is the source and the driving 

force of action, It is verified in our daily efforts to be like Jesus: loving 

and serving, communicating the tenderness of God and his compassionate 

and merciful love. 

The path to seek and find God in all things is a path of discernment and 

gratitude. It is necessary to cultivate sensitivity and compassion, the 

capacity to pay attention to what God is doing within us.  We must foster 

a contemplative look at the events in our present history, especially in 

order to discover the will and tenderness of God in the faces of our 

brothers and sisters.  

 

2.3. Take care of the flame 

Taking care of the flame of our personal relationship with the God who 

transcends us helps us to keep it burning. We take care of the flame of 

God in us so that it remains alive in our life and in our society.  

 

                                                 
10 Cfr. Spiritual Exercises N. 235-236.   
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Caring is a fundamental attitude of the believer; it is a way of being by 

which the person leaves him/herself and focuses on the other.11 

Embracing the living presence of God in us and caring for it engenders 

attitudes of care for others and for our Common Home.  

 

In taking care of the flame, it is vitally important to offer experiences 

that foster the spirit of transcendence: listening and openness to God, 

the experience of solitude, silence, the exercise of admiring and 

contemplating, the possibility of thinking and wondering, the encounter 

with frailty, the limitations and the needs of those around us. 

 

Our experience of God is also nourished and grows when it is shared, 

hence also the need to provide opportunities where faith can be lived in 

a group and celebrated as a Christian community in relation to Jesus.  

 

2.4. Discern on how to love more and serve better 

Spiritual discernment is the privileged instrument that helps us interpret 

and discover God's will in reality, to welcome it and work lovingly with 

the God of life. Love is the lifeblood that moves everything; God shows 

us love in all that God does for us; thus, our response is to love and serve 

gratuitously.  

 

The Word, heard and kneaded in the heart, is the word of the Master who 

instructs us at the heart of our being. We are filled with God’s Spirit, but 

God’s Word is confronted with other words that arise from our self-love 

or self-interest.  Discernment is not only choosing between possible 

options, but, above all, discovering what God wants for me, to know 

God’s desire and accept it joyfully.  

                                                 
11 Boff, L. Essential Care: An ethics of Human Nature. Compassion for the earth. Bayler University Press. 

2008. 
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Self-knowledge, introspection, reflection, listening to the Word and 

critically reading and interpreting the personal and social realities of 

which one is a part, are fundamental elements for discernment. This 

process also requires a personal accompaniment that enriches and 

objectifies our own vision.  

 

2.5. Mary, an inspirational presence  

Mary, Our Lady is, and has always been for the Company of Mary, an 

expression of our identity.12  She is the path of evangelization because 

she is focused on the interior knowledge of her Son. She can “place us 

with the Son,” with his sentiments, with the values that are important to 

sow for this new world that we want to see flourish in a more humane, 

accepting and just manner.   

 

Mary, attentive and docile to the Word, gives us a glimpse a new dawn 

for humanity.  With the Magnificat she urges us to work for peace and 

justice, to be prompt and generous in service. With Mary we learn to be 

followers of her son Jesus. She is an inspiration in an ever-new way of 

being, in acting and transforming reality. 

 

Mary is a benchmark of humanity in her ability to care for life, in 

accompanying others and in serving them with joy. Jeanne de Lestonnac 

offers Mary as a companion to follow Jesus, and like her in humility and 

without protagonism. Thus, to contemplate Mary is to enter her mystery, 

to imitate her attitudes and her joyful gratitude for the great works that 

the Lord has done in her.13  

 

                                                 
12 Rules and Constitutions of the Order of the Company of Mary Our Lady. Lestonnac Editions,  2006, XVII. 2. 
13 Íbid.IV.8. 
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3.  A particular way of announcing the Good News  

 

Announcing the Good News, the joy of the Gospel, is an exercise of faith 

in the Lord Jesus. We proclaim it convinced that our here and now, 

whatever it may be, is a time of grace to live the faith. 

3.1. Announce from one’s personal experience   

The announcement we make, with scarcely any cultural support in many 

of our contexts, inevitably passes through our own experience of faith; 

what we have freely received, that which fills us with joy and peace, is 

what we share. Announcing is speaking from the heart, letting our 

experiences, the music within us, accompany our words and our 

expressions.  

 

3.2. Announce from the mission received  

 The mission is born in the very bosom of the life of God. Like Jesus, who 

came from the Father to announce God to the world, we too are “sent”, 

on mission. We have heard a message from God which we must transmit; 

we are messengers of the Lord. The Spirit whom we have received impels 

us to mission; the message Jesus has entrusted to us enables us to 

announce it to others.  

3.3. Announce in union with God  

We announce "what we have seen, heard, touched ...". The strength of 

the mission arises from being inhabited by the Spirit of God. We have 

God’s flame in our hearts; therefore, we can recognize the Light and be 

light for others. Caring for the flame is feeding that light, drinking from 

the Word of God that comes to us through the Scriptures and through life.  
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3.4. Announce with a spirit of caring  

We are invited to be a community of care, that is, caregivers in the 

manner of Jesus of Nazareth. We announce the Word made life with the  

conviction that everything is interconnected, and that genuine care for 

our own lives and our relationships with nature is inseparable from 

fraternity, justice and faithfulness to others. 14  

3.5. Announce in accompaniment  

The process of accompaniment requires that we possess the attitudes of 

respectful acceptance and active, serene and non-judgmental listening. 

These attitudes enable us to express that timely word that seeks to help 

the person discover the presence of God in them and the “more” to which 

the Lord invites them.  

3.6. Announce with humility and simplicity 

The things of God are hidden from the wise and learned and revealed to 

ordinary people. We do not announce from a state of superiority; we 

announce with humility, one which implies openness to accept and 

simplicity to offer what you have and what you know.  

3.7. Announce building the Church  

Announcing the Word and believing in the ability of the Gospel to 

transform hearts is a way of building the Church, a Church that recognizes 

that it is holy and sinful, that seeks to be faithful to the Lord every day 

and in each of its actions. Proclaim the Good News, aware of being Church 

and mediation to continue building the Kingdom with others in synodality.  

3.8. Announce, celebrating our beliefs   

                                                 
14 Pope Francis. Encyclical Letter, “Laudato sí”, 2015, n. 70. 
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Celebrating faith is a way of making visible the God in whom we believe, 

the God who unites us as a community and as a Church. 

In addition to the celebrations related to the liturgical seasons, with the 

sacraments and feasts particular to each place, as Company of Mary we 

celebrate two feasts which express our identity: The Presentation of the 

Child Mary, on November 21, and the Canonization of Saint Jeanne de 

Lestonnac, on May 15.15 

3.9. Announce with iconography particular to the Company of 

Mary  

Drawing closer to the tradition of the Company of Mary and discovering 

the images and symbols that identify us, create a sense of belonging and 

give our brand its unique stamp. In a world where the visual dimension is 

very important, images play a significant role in the communication 

process of faith.  

3.10. Announce with credibility  

The integrity of our life committed to the ideals of Jesus, to the reign of 

God on earth, gives credibility to the message we proclaim. The sign, par 

excellence, that we fulfill is the commitment to justice, sowing gratuity 

where productivity is the rule, generosity where there is selfishness, 

reconciliation where there is division, peace in the face of violence, and 

so on. 

 

We announce the Gospel knowing that our life is not always consistent 

with what we announce, that we too need forgiveness and salvation. 

Beyond our frailties and weaknesses, through our lives and our words, 

God mysteriously extends salvation to all.  

 

                                                 
15 ODN Educ. Project, 2011, p.22. 
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4. Evangelize by educating and educate by evangelizing  

 

The Mission of our Catholic Centers is to evangelize through education 

and to educate through evangelization. 

The Company of Mary Educational Project16 is the reference frame for 

the development of our evangelizing educational mission. Signa and 

Unitas are, respectively, the Pedagogical and Evangelization Models that 

make it explicit in their respective fields. 

 

Both aspects, pedagogical and the process of evangelizing, are based on 

the spirituality of the Company of Mary, they complement each other, 

providing criteria and ways of proceeding.  Both invite the integrity of 

the educators, witnesses who offer:17 

 

A Christian education whose ideal and goal is the proclamation of faith 

in Jesus and the transformation of society in the reign of God: a fraternal, 

just, equitable world that lives in solidarity. 

A comprehensive and inclusive education that seeks to develop the 

potentials of each person to the maximum degree and in a harmonious 

way: corporal, cognitive, emotional and spiritual, with an emerging 

awareness which helps to mature in freedom and grow in solidarity with 

others and with nature.  

 

An education that accompanies the process of growth in faith, which, 

respecting the rhythm and freedom of each person, is capable of 

awakening the gift that each one carries within.  

A quality education that seeks to form competent and vocation-aware 

individuals, for greater service to society and the world, professionals 

                                                 
16 Cf. ODN Educ. Project, 2011, p. 12-16. 
17 Cf. ODN Educ. Project, 2011. 
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and apostles, to “love and serve more”.  

 

An education in solidarity, social responsibility and development that 

seeks to transform situations that generate poverty, injustice and the 

deterioration of the environment,18 counteracting situations which 

disrupt the balance of life and make God’s dream unattainable. 

 

An education that is based on reality and seeks to influence it. Open 

to the world and its diverse cultures, it embraces reality and cultivates 

an ethical attitude and solid virtues that facilitate discernment and 

involvement to make this world the Kingdom of God.  

An education that takes place in community, unified around the 

common Project, where each person can recognize and offer their gift, 

and give witness to the values and principles they want to transmit. 

The community is also the place where life and faith are celebrated.  

 

 

5. Why the name Unitas?  

Unitas is the Latin word that means unity and harmony. 

Unitas because we find the expression of our path in the Trinity. The 

current of love that circulates among the Father, the Son and the Holy 

Spirit is poured out in those who allow themselves to be reached and 

embraced by God. 

 

Unitas because we make explicit our desire for unity in each educational 

community and in the various projects and places where the Company of 

Mary is present in the world. Unity lived in diversity in a common Project. 

  

                                                 
18 García-Rincón de Castro, C. (Coord.) Cosmopolitan Global Identity. A new educational-social paradigm  

for a new world. PPC, Madrid 2016. 
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Unitas because we journey with other Christian communities, with 

believers of other religions, and with men and women of good will to 

make this world a more just place by being builders of a new humanity 

and universal community.  
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 An education for solidarity, social responsibility and 

development  

 An education based on reality and seeks to influence it  

 And education that takes place in community  

 

6. Why the name Unitas?  

 

 

 


